
the rest of the news 
ithaca nv 14850 , 306 e. state st 

tel: 607-273-4139 Program #48 

Dear Subscriber, 

Enclosed please find your SUBSCRIPTION tape for the week 

of Oet$ber 7. We welcome any comments or criticisms you may 

have about the program. 

SUBJECTa GUINEA-BISSAU WINS INDEPENDENCE In September, 1974, 
the West African country of Guinea-Bissau won complete inde
pendence from Portugal after a 12 year struggle. The original 
leader ef the struggle, Amilcar Cabral, was murdered by the 
Portuguese in January, 1973. The movement he founded -- the 
African Party for the Independence of Guinea and the Cape Verde 
Islands (PAIGC} -- has sinee defeated Portu«al, bringing about 
the April, 1974 coup in Lisbon. 

The Cape Verde Islands 350 miles off the coast have not yet 
become part of the new nation due to opposition from NATO powers. 
Another issue to be resolved is the role of foreign concerns in 
Guinea-Bissau's economic development• Exxon Corporation is 
currently drilling off the coast. 

Mr. Gil Fernandes, Guinea-Bissau's representatiYe at the United 
Nations discusses his country's future and eutlines past u.s. 
interyention on behalf of Portugal in the 12 year struggle. , 
Buddy Andrade of the ~AIGC-USA, talks about activities of the 
PAIGC Support Committee among the 250,000 Cape Verdean Americans 
in the United States. TIMEa 14s07 

SPECIAL REPORTs LEAVENWORTH CONVICTIONS On September 24, four 
men charged with taking part in the 1973 Leavenworth Prison 
rebellion were convicted. Perry Sanders of the Leavenworth 
Brothers Offense Defense Committee comments on the verdict. TIME 4a05 

SPECIAL REPORTs TIGER CAGESc 4 YEARS LATER In July, 
journalist Don Luce led two Congressmen to the Tiger 
Saigon's Con Son Prison Island. Luee now tells what 
to two ef the prisoners the Congressmen interviewed. 

1970, 
Cages of 
has happened 

TIME 3a51 

SPECIAL FEATUREa PUERTO RICO "SUPERPORT" A huge petroleum 
Industrial complex planned for Puerto Rico will have drastic 

",effects en the island and its people. Alfredo Lopez of the 
Puerto Riean Socialist Party discusses the superport as well 
as a government plan to relocate 2 million Puerto Ricans to the 
U.S. and sterilize 360,000 Puerto Rican women. TIME: 7:00 
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